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Mars-Neural Basis of Motivational and Cognitive Control Despite its elegant simplicity and ability to explain a number of classical behavioral results, the race model by itself is fundamentally descriptive, without addressing how the go and stop processes arise from underlying cognitive goals and constraints. As such, the race model is generally silent on how the stop and go processes might be altered in response to changing task demands. For example, it has been shown that, when the cost associated with making a stop error is increased, not only do subjects make fewer stop errors, but their estimated SSRT also decreases. 26 The race model can be modified to include this SSRT decrease in a post hoc manner, but as it makes no claims on the computational provenance of the go and stop processes, it cannot predict a priori how the SSRT would or should change according to task demands. Likewise, the global frequency of stop signal trials, as well as local trial history (in terms of the prevalence of stop trials), has systematic effects on stopping behavior: As the fraction of stop trials is increased, go RT slows down, stop error rate decreases, and SSRT decreases. 15, 26 Again, an increasing delay to the go process or a decreasing SSRT can be imposed in an ad hoc manner, but the race model cannot predict a priori which model parameters should be affected or how they should change as a function of stop signal frequency or local trial history.
In this chapter, we review a rational decision-making framework for inhibitory control in the stop signal task, which optimizes sensory processing and action choice relative to a quantitative, global behavioral objective function that takes into account the costs associated with go errors, stop errors, and response delay. 39 Specifically, optimal decision making in this task involves precisely specified interactions among several cognitive processes: the continual monitoring of noisy sensory information, the integration of sensory inputs with top-down expectations, and the assessment of the relative values of potential actions. We show that classical behavioral results in the stop signal task are natural consequences of rational decision making in the task. Moreover, the model can quantitatively predict how more subtle manipulations in task demands should affect stopping behavior, since its normative foundation enables it to distinguish the individual contributions of the various cognitive factors to the observed behavior. In particular, we show that the rational model 39 can explain the effects of manipulating reward structure 26 and prevalence of stop signals 15, 26, 48 on stopping behavior, as well as sequential effects due to recent trial history. 15 We also discuss the relationship between the race model and the rational decision-making model, specifically envisaging the former as a computationally simpler, neurally plausible approximation to the latter. Altogether, the work suggests that multiple, interactive cognitive processes underlie stopping behavior, and that the brain implements optimal or near-optimal decision making, possibly via a race-model-like process, in an adaptive and context-dependent manner. In recent years, much progress has been made in understanding how noisy sensory inputs lead to simple perceptual decisions, such as in two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) motion discrimination tasks. 19, 41 This is a notable area of cognitive neuroscience, where a simple theoretical framework contributed much to facilitate an elegant conceptual link between behavior and neurobiology. In the 2AFC reaction time task, subjects choose not only which of two responses to make, based on two types of stimuli, but also when to respond. In several implementations of the 2AFC task, such as the random-dot coherent motion paradigm, humans and animals appear to accumulate information and make perceptual decisions close to optimally, 9, 30, 37, 38 where the optimal strategy (known as sequential probability ratio test, or SPRT), minimizing a combination of error probability and decision delay, requires the accumulation of sensory evidence until a decision threshold is breached. Moreover, neurons in the parietal cortex (specifically lateral intraparietal sulcus, or LIP) exhibit response dynamics similar to what can be expected of neural evidence integrators as prescribed by the optimal algorithm. 19, 31, 38 The success of the rational decision-making framework in providing a common conceptual understanding for behavioral and neural data motivates our approach to use a similar framework in understanding the psychology and neurobiology of inhibitory control. Based on observed behavioral modifications in response to a range of subtle variations of the stop signal task, we hypothesize that the brain implements optimal or near-optimal behavior in an adaptive, context-sensitive manner. We formalize this hypothesis using Bayesian statistical inference and stochastic control theory, which together provide an optimal framework for specifying the various uncertainties and deriving the interactions among them, in the context of optimizing a quantitative, global objective function. Specifically, in the stop signal task, a rational agent must be able to cope with the following: sensory uncertainty associated with the presence and properties of the stop and go stimuli, cognitive uncertainty associated with prior beliefs about the frequency and timing of stimuli (especially the stop signal), and action uncertainty in terms of how each decision to go or stop would affect overall expected reward or cost. Conceptually, the model has two major components: (1) a monitoring process that uses Bayesian statistical inference to make inferences about the identity of the go stimulus and the presence of the stop signal, and (2) a decision process, formalized in terms of stochastic control theory, that translates the current expectations based on sensory evidence into a decision of whether to choose one of the two go responses or to wait at least one more time step for more observation. The decision to stop, in our model, emerges from a series of decisions to wait. The monitoring process in our model tracks sensory information about the go and stop stimuli during each trial, integrating it with prior belief about the distribution of go stimulus identity, and prevalence and timing of the stop signal. This moment-by-moment summary of available information is represented as a twodimensional belief state, consisting of the probability of the go stimulus being one of two alternatives (we focus on the discrimination 27 version of the stop signal task in this chapter, but the adaptation to the detection version 25 is straightforward) and the probability that the current trial is a stop trial. Using a simple application of Bayes's rule, 7 computing the belief state based on prior expectations and the continuous stream of noisy sensory inputs, each of which only weakly favors one hypothesis over another, is straighforward. We assume that subjects have veridical priors for go stimulus identity and stop signal frequency, reflecting the true experimental design. Figure 20 .1A shows the average trajectories of belief states, along with their standard errors of mean in simulations, in different types of trials: go trials (GO), successful stop trials (SS), and error (SE) stop trials. Over time, the iteratively updated belief corresponding to the identity of the go stimulus, P(r), increases as sensory evidence accumulates. Sensory noise drives individual trajectories to rise faster or slower. Note that stop error trials (noncanceled trials) are those on which the go stimulus belief state happens to be rising fast, whereas successful stop trials show the opposite trend. Also shown is the probability of a stop trial, P(s), on the three trial types. P(s) initially rises on all trials, due to prior expectation of a stop signal arriving, at a time drawn from a known temporal distribution. In go trials, P(s) eventually drops to zero when the stop signal fails to appear. In stop trials, P(s) rises subsequent to stop signal onset (dashed black line). Due to sensory noise, P(s) can be at a different baseline when the stop signal appears, and also rises faster or slower subsequent to the stop signal onset. As shown in figure 20 .1A, successful stop trials are those in which both P(s) happens to be at a higher baseline and the subsequent rise happens to be faster; vice versa for error stop trials.
The decision process in our model makes a moment-by-moment choice between going and waiting, as a function of the continually updated belief state. One could imagine a decision policy that chooses to go after the total probability of the go stimulus being one or the other possibility exceeds a threshold (say 0.95), not to go if the probability of there being a stop signal exceeds some threshold (say 0.8), or to go at 400 msec into the trial if the probability of a stop signal does not exceed some value (say 0.3), or the policy could even be stochastic as in choosing to go on 80% of the trials regardless of observations. The set of possible decision policies is literally infinite. So how do we begin to guess which one might be employed by subjects?
To determine a plausible decision policy, we hypothesize subjects to be rational decision makers, in terms of minimizing a global behavioral cost function 
GO SE whereby a stop error is a noncanceled response to the stop signal, and a go error can be either a wrong discrimination response or exceeding the go response deadline (note that, in practice, a deadline for go response is typically explicitly or implicitly imposed, since without that incentive subjects tend to wait for the stop signal). The parameter c specifies the cost of speed versus accuracy. We assume it to be the subjects' actual reward rate in the experiment, P(correct)/(mean RT + mean RSI), based on the notion that the value of time relative to accuracy should be measured in terms of how many correct trials can be expected per unit of time. The parameter c s specifies how much stop errors matter relative to go errors, and is also determined by actual experimental design (so 1 if the two types of errors are punished equally). Given the globally specified cost function, we use the dynamic programming principle 8 to compute the optimal decision policy (up to discretization of the belief state), without any assumptions with respect to the form of the policy. The dynamic program computes the expected costs of going and waiting at each moment in time, as a function of the current belief state, and determines which action to take depending on which is less costly at each instant in time. Note, we are not proposing that the brain necessarily implements dynamic programming, which for now is merely a computationally efficient algorithm to compute and visualize the optimal decision policy. If we find subjects' behavior closely tracks predictions made by the optimal policy, it implies that the brain has found some means of implementing or approximating the optimal decision process in the task. Understanding the nature of the computations leading to the observed behavior can shed light on the cognitive and neural processes that underlie inhibitory control. Exactly how the brain discovers that optimal policy, whether in a manner similar to or very different from dynamic programming, and whether via evolutionary or developmental mechanisms, is beyond the scope of this chapter. Schematic illustration of the optimal decision policy. At each time step, the two-dimensional belief state is divided into go and wait regions, corresponding to the two available actions. Increased certainty about the identity of the go stimulus induces a go action choice, whereas increased certainty about the trial being a stop trial results in a wait action. Notably, the ultimate decision is jointly dependent on the two: Only when stop trial probability is low and go stimulus identity is well determined would the go action be chosen. The figure shows the decision boundaries for one time step; the oncoming deadline and the temporal distribution of stop signals can affect the size and shape of the boundaries at each time step. stop signal, as a go action is issued only when there is high confidence about the go stimulus identity and the probability of a stop trial is low. The exact size and shape of the go and wait regions are different at different points in the trial, depending on factors such as the proximity of an impending deadline or the temporal distribution of stop signal arrival times. Figure 20 .1B illustrates the action costs associated with go and stop actions for different types of trials: go (GO) trials, error stop (SE) trials, and successful stop (SS) trials. As the probability associated with the (correct) go stimulus identity increases with accumulating sensory evidence, the cost of going drops, eventually crossing the cost of waiting and triggering a go response. On stop trials, the onset of the stop signal initiates an increase in the cost of going. In stop error trials, the go cost crosses the wait cost before the stop stimulus is fully processed. In successful stop trials, the go cost never dips below the wait cost. The RT histograms for go and error stop trials illustrate that, although the average go cost trajectories do not cross the cost of waiting, the individual trajectories all cross over at various points. (For full details of the model and the simulations, see ref.
39.)
Stopping Behavior as a Natural Consequence of Rational Decision Making
Two classic results in the stop signal task are the increase in stop error rate with increasing SSD, known as the inhibition function, and the faster RT on stop error trials compared to go trials. 15, 47 These characteristics have been observed in a large number of studies in humans and animals. 14, 22, 28 We show that these basic results arise in our model as a natural consequence of rational decision making in the task. Figure 20 .3 compares our model predictions to data from human subjects performing a version of the stop signal task. 15 Error rate increases as SSD increases, in both behavioral data (figure 20.3A) and the model (figure 20.3B). Figure 20 .3C and D show that the RTs on stop error trials are, on average, faster than go trials, both in behavior data (figure 20.3C) and in our model ( figure 20.3D ). Intuitively, a longer SSD should increase the likelihood of the go cost dipping below the wait cost before the stop signal is detected sufficiently to increase the go cost. The faster RT on stop error trials is related to the SSD and the stochasticity in the sensory processing of go and stop stimuli: As figure 20.1 indicates, stop error trials are those in which the go stimulus is processed faster than average (and the stop stimulus slower than average). This difference gives rise to the observed faster RT (see figure 20 .1B).
The race model explains these results as well, using a similar proximate explanation: Later initiation of the stop process allows more go processes to "escape," giving rise to the form of the inhibition function; stochasticity in the go process allows the go process to sometimes escape the stop process, and those that do happen to escape have shorter finishing times. 28 However, the race model does not attempt to explain the computational provenance of the parameters of the stop and go processes, and therefore cannot predict a priori how parameters of the processes should change according to task demands. In the following, we describe how experimental manipulations of the prevalence of stop trials and reward structure automatically translate into changes in the parameters of the rational decision making, resulting in model predictions that correspond excellently with behavioral data. Moreover, we discuss how parameters of the race model, such as SSRT, can be viewed as emergent properties of optimal stopping behavior, and should therefore change in predictable ways under subtle manipulations of experimental design.
Influence of Reward Structure on Stopping
Leotti and Wager 26 showed that subjects can be biased toward stopping or going when the relative penalties associated with go and stop errors are experimentally manipulated. Their experiments associated a reward with fast go response times and penalty with stop errors, and manipulated these values in an iterative fashion to induce a particular degree of bias in each subject, as measured by the fraction of stop errors committed. As subjects are biased toward stopping, they make fewer stop errors and have slower go responses. Critically, the SSRT also decreases with increasing bias toward stopping. As a descriptive model, the race model cannot predict or explain a priori why the SSRT should change according to the reward structure of the task.
In contrast, our model explicitly represents task parameters such as the relative costs of go and stop errors (parameterized by c s the expected cost function), from which we can predict the effects of modifying these relative costs on the optimal decision policy, and consequently on behavioral measures. Increasing the cost of a stop error induces an increase in go RT, a decrease in stop errors, and a decrease in SSRT (although SSRT is not an explicit component of the rational model, the same procedure used to estimate SSRT from experimental data can nevertheless be used to estimate it for our model). Overall, when stop errors are more expensive, there is an incentive to delay the go response in order to minimize the possibility of missing a stop signal. Moreover, as stop errors become more costly, the cost of going should increase more rapidly after stop signal onset, making the stop signal more effective and faster at canceling the go response. We would therefore expect the SSRT also to reduce with greater stop error cost, similar to what is observed in human subjects. The process of adjusting the relative balance between going and stopping automatically changes the measured SSRT in our model in a manner similar to that in human subjects. This suggests that SSRT can be viewed as an emergent property of a rational decision process that dynamically and optimally chooses between going and stopping.
Influence of Global Stop-Trial Prevalence on Stopping Behavior
In addition to reward manipulation, the global frequency of stop signal trials has systematic effects on stopping behavior. 15, 26 As the fraction of stop trials is increased, go RT slows down and the stop error rate increases. 15 This can be explained by the rational decision model as follows. The model's belief about stop signal frequency, r, influences the speed with which a stop signal is detected: Larger r leads to greater prior belief, thus posterior belief, in stop signal presence, and also greater confidence in a stop signal appearing later in the trial if it has not already. It therefore controls the trade-off between going and stopping in the optimal policy. When stop signals are more prevalent, the optimal decision policy can use that information to make fewer errors on stop trials by delaying the go response. A more subtle prediction of the optimal model, as the assumed prevalence of stop signal (r) is increased, is that the SSRT also decreases. Again, SSRT is not an explicit component of the optimal model, but can be estimated for each condition based on inhibition function and go RT distribution produced by the optimal model. This SSRT prediction is confirmed by experimental data. 
Influence of Local Stop-Trial Prevalence on Stopping Behavior
Even in experiments where the fraction of stop trials is held constant, chance runs of stop or go trials may result in fluctuating local frequency of stop trials, which in turn may lead to trial-by-trial behavioral adjustments due to subjects' fluctuating estimate of r. Indeed, subjects speed up after a chance run of go trials and slow down following a sequence of stop trials. 15 We modeled these effects by assuming that subjects track the local stop signal frequency, r, on a trial-to-trial basis, in a manner similar to sequential effects often observed in simple 2AFC tasks. 12, 24, 42 Previously, we modeled such sequential effects as Bayes-optimal inference about an unknown Bernoulli parameter that controls the frequency of repetition versus alternation trials, where the Bernoulli parameter is assumed to change over time with probability 1 − α in each trial. 50 We showed that Bayesian inference in this hidden Markov model is well-approximated by a leaky accumulator process, in which the "leakiness" of the memory is controlled by α: Large α corresponds to a world that rarely changes and necessitates small leakiness in memory, whereas small α corresponds to one that frequently changes and necessitates large leakiness in memory. The adaptation of this sequential effects model to the stop signal task is straightforward: The critical underlying Bernoulli rate parameter is now r, the frequency of stop signal trials, and α specifies subjects' assumptions about how stable r is over time. Using this approach, our model can successfully explain observed sequential effects in behavioral data, with go RT decreasing after sequences of go trials of increasing length, and slowing following longer sequences of stop trials. 39 
Race Model Approximation to Rational Decision Making
Although the race model and the optimal decision-making model are grounded in fundamentally different levels of analysis, we can nevertheless think of the race model as a computationally simpler, and potentially neurally more plausible, approximation to the optimal decision-making algorithm. As we saw in the previous section, although SSRT is not an explicit component of the optimal model, it can nevertheless be estimated from the optimal model's simulated "behavior" such as the inhibition function and the go RT distribution. In this light, SSRT can be seen as an emergent property of the interactive decision process negotiating going and stopping, and the race model as an approximation to the optimal model. In fact, we can make the connection more explicit by considering a more concrete implementation of the race model as a diffusion model, which has a long history of being used to model reaction times, 9, 19, 23, 24, 30, 31, 36, 43 and more recently has been applied specifically to the stop signal task. 20, 48 Typically, the diffusion model consists of a constant drift process corrupted by additive, cumulative white noise, whereby a response is initiated by the process crossing a threshold. In addition to the drift rate and threshold, a third parameter is a constant offset or nondecision time added to the diffusion process. Here, we propose an augmented diffusion model containing a fourth parameter-namely, SSRT-in order to model both go RT and the inhibition function. In this diffusion model, a response is produced when the drift-diffusion go process crosses the threshold, unless it is at a time exceeding SSD + SSRT, which is the finishing time of the stop process. In the latter case, no response is produced. Our version differs from the Verbruggen and Logan 48 diffusion model of the stop signal task in two ways: (1) Our model simultaneously fits both reaction time and accuracy data instead of only reaction time, and (2) the fit is to the output of the optimal decision-making model and not directly to the experimental data. The diffusion model we suggest also differs from the LATER model, which is not technically a diffusion model, since it does not have diffusive noise corrupting the drift process, but instead posits stochasticity only in the drift magnitude across trials. 20 We propose to examine how parameters of the best-fitting diffusion model vary as experimental parameters of the task, such as the reward structure or the stop signal frequency, are manipulated (c s takes on different values), where the fitting procedure minimizes the KL divergence between the output distribution of the race model and the optimal model, or, equivalently, maximizes the log likelihood of observing the optimal model output given parameters of the race model. The diffusion model has four parameters: drift rate, response threshold, offset, and SSRT. For each reward condition, these parameters can be adjusted to produce the best-fitting approximation to the optimal model. We expect there to be systematic changes in one or more of the diffusion model parameters as task parameters are manipulated, thus providing an a priori procedure for predicting how the race-diffusion model parameters should change under these task manipulations.
Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a rational decision-making framework for inhibitory control in the stop signal task. Our framework optimizes sensory processing and action choice relative to a quantitative, global behavioral objective function that explicitly takes into account the experimental costs associated with go errors, stop errors, and response delay. 39 We show that classical behavioral results in the stop signal task are natural consequences of rational decision making in the task. Moreover, the model can quantitatively predict the influence of subtle manipulations of task parameters, such as reward structure 26 and prevalence of stop signals, 15, 26, 48 on stopping behavior, as well as sequential effects in RT due to recent trial history. The optimal model and the race model are motivated by fundamentally different levels of analysis, akin to that between proximate and ultimate causes in ethology, respectively.
1 Despite its elegant simplicity and ability to explain a number of classical behavioral results, the race model by itself is fundamentally descriptive, without addressing how the go and stop processes arise from underlying cognitive goals and constraints, which is precisely the purview of the optimal model. On the other hand, the optimal model requires complex computations, and even if subjects' behavior is similar to model predictions, the brain may well implement a simpler approximation to the optimal algorithm. For example, we used dynamic programming to compute the optimal policy for each set of task parameters, but the brain is unlikely to implement the computationally intense algorithm of dynamic programming exactly. Instead, it may opt for an approximate solution, such as the race model. If that is the case, however, the race model will need its parameters, such as SSRT, to be carefully adjusted in different task conditions, in order to best approximate the optimal model and account for experimental data. 15, 26 Exactly how the brain manages to modify the neural implementation of the race model just right to approach optimal behavior in each task condition is an interesting question. In any case, our results imply that SSRT should not be viewed as a unique, invariant measure of stopping ability for each subject, but rather as an emergent property sensitive to a number of cognitive factors.
Another key assumption of the race model, the independence between go and stop processes, also requires more nuanced analysis. Our optimal decision-making framework suggests that go and stop processes are fundamentally intertwined, since the continual choice between go and wait always pits the two options directly against each other, and many underlying cognitive factors can affect this competition. This is supported by experimental data and model simulation results that manipulations of reward structure 26 and stop signal frequency 15 can systematically affect stopping behavior, including the go RT latency and the estimated SSRT-suggesting that go and stop processes are fundamentally interactive.
A notable feature of the optimal model is that, although it is computationally complex, it has very few free parameters. Almost all of the model parameters, such as the fraction of stop trials, the SSD distribution, stop error cost, and go response deadline are set directly by the experimental design. The only exceptions are parameters corresponding to the sensory noise corrupting the go stimulus and stop signal processing, but even these two trade off with the step size in the discretization of time in the model. The absence of a large number of free parameters is a hallmark of normative Bayesian statistical models, which enables complex cognitive and neural modeling without the typical problems associated with too many parameters in a model: overfitting, local minima, arbitrary fitting criteria, and limited capacity to generalize across tasks and contexts. What allows a Bayesian model to capture complex neural computation without the need for many free parameters is the assumption of optimality, which strongly constrains the form of the necessary computations. The assumption of optimality is justified if it is a behavioral context for which brain functioning is naturally suited-this is independently a scientifically desirable criterion for experimental design. If we find that subjects' behavior closely tracks predictions made by the optimal model in a task, it implies that the brain has found some means of implementing or approximating the optimal computations. The optimal algorithm then guides the search for the cognitive and neural processes that underlie the behavior in question-inhibitory control in this particular case. An important question is how the brain might implement or approximate the computations required by the optimal decision-making model. Recent studies suggest that the activity of neurons in the frontal eye fields (FEF 21 ) and superior colliculus 35 of monkeys could be implementing a version of the race model. Specifically, movement and fixation neurons in the FEF show responses that diverge on go and correct stop trials, indicating that they may encode computations leading to the execution or cancellation of movement. The point of divergence is closely related to the behaviorally estimated SSRT. Various diffusion-race models have been proposed to explain FEF neural activities. 10, 21, 49 Also, recent data show that supplementary eye field may encode the local frequency of stop trials and influence stopping behavior in a statistically appropriate manner. 45, 46 In addition to the results from monkey neurophysiology, we wish to take into account recent results in human imaging studies: The right inferior frontal gyrus, the subthalamic nucleus, and the prefrontal cortex all appear to play important roles in stopping behavior. 4, 11 One hypothesis, supported by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tractography data, is that the inferior frontal gyrus may directly activate the subthalamic nucleus, via a hyperdirect pathway, inducing strong overall inhibition of the motor cortex 4 (see also chapters 11 and 17, this volume). One major aim of our work is to understand how stopping ability and SSRT arise from various cognitive factors. Our work points to the significance of a number of contributing elements including reward/penalty sensitivity and memory or learning capacity related to the estimation of stop signal frequency. Elsewhere, we showed that it may also depend on sensory processing abilities. 39 This more nuanced view of stopping ability and SSRT may aid in the understanding and differentiation of the cognitive and neural factors underlying inhibitory ability. Impaired stopping ability, particularly longer SSRT, has been observed in a number of psychiatric and neurological conditions, such as substance abuse, 34 attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), 2 schizophrenia, 5 obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), 32 Parkinson's disease, 18 Alzheimer's disease, 3 and others. Yet it is unlikely that these varied conditions share an identical set of underlying neural and cognitive deficits. One of our goals for future research is to map group differences in stopping behavior to the parameters of our model, thus gaining insight into exactly which cognitive components go awry in each dysfunctional state. So far, our model does not incorporate a specific stop action: A stop decision is a consequence of a serial decision to wait. Neurophysiological evidence from monkeys 21 and humans 4 suggests that successfully stopped actions may involve increased activity in certain neural populations such as the fixation neurons of the FEF, or cortical regions such as the inferior frontal gyrus and subthalamic nucleus. One important and planned line of inquiry for our work is to consider a rational model with an explicit stop action, in order to better account for what is known about the neurophysiology of stopping.
Inhibitory control has been studied extensively using a variety of behavioral tasks. 13, 16, 28, 40, 44 Sometimes, a distinction is made 33 between behavioral inhibition as exemplified by the stop signal task and the go/no-go task, 13 and cognitive inhibition in tasks such as the Stroop and Eriksen tasks. 16, 44 Our model of rational decision making in the stop signal task, along with the excellent correspondence between model predictions and experimental data, demonstrates that the stop signal task also probes important elements of cognitive processing: establishment of prior expectations about stimulus identity and frequency, integration of immediate sensory inputs with top-down expectations, and strategic, continual decision making among available actions in a reward-sensitive manner. Previously, we showed that Bayesian statistical inference can account for behavior in the Eriksen task. 51 An interesting challenge for future work is to examine whether and how performance measures in these inhibitory control tasks may relate to each other in a withinsubjects design.
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Outstanding Questions
• How is an optimal decision policy derived in the stop signal task: Is there an implementation of the race model with parameters that are dynamically tuned to approximate the optimal model?
• What is the neural basis of the optimal model (or its approximation)? Can the present approach be reconciled with neurophysiological evidence that the stop process is explicitly represented?
• The rational decision-making model explains stopping behavior as emerging from a confluence of cognitive factors. How does this complex machinery go awry, presumably distinctly, in each of ADHD, OCD, drug abuse, and other conditions with hypothesized inhibitory deficits?
• Can rational decision-making models provide an integrated account of inhibitory control across task domains? 
